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Abstract: The ocean behaves as a typical multiscale fractal structure, whose dynamic and thermal
variabilities extend over a wide range of spatial scales, r, spanning from 10−3 to 107 m. Studying the
statistical characteristics of multiscale fractal structures is crucial to understanding the interactions
and energy cascade processes between different spatial scales. Remote sensing data are one of
the best choices for revealing these statistical characteristics. This work analyzes the multiscale
(1–1000 km) fractal structures of sea surface temperature (SST) from the Level-2+ (L2P) satellite orbit
Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) products over the Kuroshio Extension (KE) region
(145◦E–160◦W, 20◦N–50◦N), using a conventional method (second-order structure function, D(r))
and a newly developed statistical method (spatial variance, V(r)). The results show that both the
power-law distribution slopes of D(r) and V(r) are close to 2/3, which is equivalent to the −5/3
wavenumber spectrum. V(r) is found to be more robust when depicting the fractal structure and
variance density, V’(r), compared with D(r). V’(r) is slightly larger at the mesoscale (50–150 km)
than at the large scale (higher than 150 km) and is much smaller than that at the submesoscale
(smaller than 50 km). Additionally, V’(r) has an indiscernible diurnal variation but remarkable
seasonal and latitudinal variations. For the seasonal variability, the maximum V’(r) appears in winter
at the large scale and mesoscale, and gradually shifts towards spring at the submesoscale, which
implies that a forward energy cascade process may occur during this period. The maximum of the
latitude-dependent V’(r) appears around 40◦N for all the scales. It is consistent with the latitude of
the strongest background SST gradient, indicating that the background SST front is the main source of
the strong SST multiscale spatial variabilities over the KE region. This work benefits the application
of other high-resolution remote sensing data in this research field, including the forthcoming Surface
Water Ocean Topography (SWOT) satellite product.

Keywords: submesoscale; energy cascade; structure function; spatial variance; sea surface temperature;
Kuroshio Extension

1. Introduction

Ocean motions have multiscale fractal structure characteristics, which can be roughly
divided into large-scale circulations, mesoscale eddies, submesoscale processes, and mi-
croscale turbulence. Kolmogorov [1] revealed a kinetic energy spectrum of ψ(k) ∼ k−5/3

(where k is the wave number) for the inertial range of three-dimensional (3-D) homogeneous
isotropic turbulence through dimensional analysis. A forward energy cascade (large struc-
tures of motion break down into smaller structures in a chain process) occurs in the inertial
range. This theory is considered as one of the bases for classical microturbulence theory. As
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the large-scale motions of the atmosphere and ocean are closer to quasi-two-dimensional,
Kraichnan [2] derived a new statistical law to describe the barotropic two-dimensional
(2-D) turbulence characteristics. Two-dimensional turbulence exhibits two inertial ranges:
an inverse kinetic energy cascade with a kinetic energy spectrum of ψ(k) ∼ k5/3 at larger
scales and a forward enstrophy cascade with a spectrum of ψ(k) ∼ k−3 at smaller scales.
More theories were subsequently introduced to depict the spectral behaviors of atmospheric
and oceanic multiscale fractal structures.

The quasi-geostrophic (QG) theory is a cornerstone for the study of ocean flow. The
QG flow can be caused by the interior PV anomalies and surface buoyancy anomalies.
Charney [3] considered the QG flows component due to interior PV anomalies that are far
enough from surface buoyancy. He argued that there is a forward energy cascade of the
potential enstrophy in the submesoscale inertial range, and the power-law behaviors of
the kinetic energy and available potential energy wavenumber spectrum show a slope of
−3. The applicable region of Charney’s theory is far from the surface. As a supplement,
Blumen [4] considered the flow associated with surface buoyancy anomalies with a uniform
interior PV. His theory is often referred to as the surface QG theory. It predicted a potential
energy wavenumber spectrum with a slope of−5/3. Klein et al. [5] reported a wavenumber
spectrum slope of −2 for both active and passive tracers in response to frontogenesis.

According to these theories, various observations were used to statistically demon-
strate the spectral behaviors of atmospheric and oceanic multiscale fractal structures, such
as sounding balloons, commercial aircraft, and remote sensing satellites [6–8] in the atmo-
spheric science field, and satellite altimetry, Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP)
data, and Argo profiling floats [9–11] in the oceanic science field. These observations help
to provide a global view of atmospheric and oceanic motions, which can advance our
understanding of interactions among different scales. However, the systematic oceanic
multiscale fractal structure, from submesoscale to large scale (0–1~1000 km), is still poorly
understood, especially for the submesoscale range, which is mainly limited by the resolu-
tion of the observational data. As for now, remote sensing data are one of the best choices in
the statistical study of sea surface multiscale fractal structures due to their large coverage,
abundant sampling, and high resolution. Among various remote sensing variables, the sea
surface temperature (SST) measurement was developed relatively early and is thus mature
and has higher accuracy.

This work uses the Level-2+ (L2P) Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
remote sensing SST data in satellite swath coordinates [12] to statistically identify the
oceanic multiscale fractal structure. As a new generation of radiometer, VIIRS has a wider
swath (~3040 km), higher spatial resolutions (~750 m at nadir for the M-bands), and
more spectral bands (22 spectral bands), providing global daily coverage for both day
and night passes [13]. Compared with the gridded Level-3 (L3) and Level-4 (L4) satellite
products, the noninterpolated L2P products reserve higher spatiotemporal resolution and
synchronization.

The main traditional method to obtain the power-law behaviors of the turbulence
fractal structure is the spectral approach. It is based on Fourier transform, requiring the
data to be regular, straight, and gap-free. This method usually uses buoy observations
and numerical model data to describe the oceanic mesoscale and submesoscale turbulence
structures [14–19]. The spectral approach is unavailable for the patchy L2P VIIRS data
with cloud and rainfall cover. Another traditional method, the second-order structure
function, which has a high tolerance for missing data, can solve this problem. In addition,
Vogelzang et al. [20] developed a new statistical method named the spatial variance method.
It can measure the exact variance density at a particular scale band (similar to the spectral
techniques) and has a high tolerance for missing data [21].

The Kuroshio Current carries enormous heat and momentum northwards, and deflects
eastward to form the Kuroshio Extension (KE) around 35◦N after reaching Japan. The
KE region has a strong ocean front [22] and energetic multiscale motions both in the
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atmosphere [23] and ocean [24–26]. Therefore, the region is an ideal experimental zone to
study the multiscale fractal structure.

This work combines the structure function and spatial variance method to analyze the
statistical characteristics of the multiscale fractal structure over the KE region with L2P SST
data observed by VIIRS. Section 2 introduces the data used in the study. Section 3 describes
the structure function and spatial variance method, and the method validation. The main
results, including mean state and spatiotemporal variability of the statistical characteristics
of the multiscale fractal structure, are presented in Section 4. The results are summarized
and discussed in Section 5.

2. Data
2.1. VIIRS L2P SST

The Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (S-NPP) satellite launched on 28 Octo-
ber 2011 to fly in a circular near-polar orbit located at an altitude of 824 km above the Earth,
with an inclination angle of 98.79◦ to the equator. The L2P SST product used in this work is
observed by the VIIRS onboard S-NPP. It is provided by the Group for High-Resolution Sea
Surface Temperature (GHRSST) and the Office of Satellite and Product Operations (OSPO)
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The VIIRS SST product
is derived using the NOAA’s Advanced Clear-Sky Processor for Ocean (ACSPO) system by
retrieving four brightness temperatures in the M12 (3.7 µm), M14 (8.6 µm), M15 (11 µm),
and M16 (12 µm) bands.

Figure 1 shows an example of VIIRS L2P SST data on 14 March 2015 over the KE
region. Abundant submesoscale structures (with spatial scale smaller than 50 km) are
clearly discernable in this plot. Meanwhile, there are substantial missing points due to
cloud coverage. VIIRS provides a cloud classification for each pixel: clear, probably clear,
or cloudy. Here, we estimate the effective data ratio by calculating the ratio between the
number of pixels for clear and probably clear weather conditions to the total number of
pixels (Figure 2). The effective data ratio is only around 18% for clear weather and ~23%
for probably clear. Both of them are higher in summer (JJA) and fall (SON) than in winter
(DJF) and spring (MAM). Considering the computation load, only the data during 2015 are
used in the present work.

Figure 1. SST image composited by all the available VIIRS L2P data on 14 March 2015 over the KE
region (145◦E–160◦W, 20◦N–50◦N). The background color denotes SST (◦C) and the black straight
lines show the nadir orbital paths of the satellites.
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Figure 2. Monthly effective data ratio during 2015 over the KE region for clear (orange) and probably
clear (blue) weather conditions. The error bars are the standard deviation of the mean.

The VIIRS instrument is a whiskbroom scanning radiometer (Figure 3a), with a scan
length of ~3040 km along the cross-track direction, which is equivalent to the swath width.
A total of 16 detectors produce 16 rows of pixels for each scan. The constant angular
resolution of the detectors results in an increased pixel size further from the nadir. Thus,
the resolution is finer (~0.75 km) at the nadir, and there is no overlap between adjacent
scans (Figure 3b), while the resolution is coarser (~1.5 km) at the swath edge and the scans
overlap (Figure 3c). These characteristics decide the samples’ selection when calculating
the spatial variance and structure function below.

Figure 3. (a) Example of adjacent two scans of the VIIRS. (b,c) are two enlarged figures, respectively,
for Region 1 (at nadir) and Region 2 (edge-of-scan) in (a).
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2.2. GHRSST L4 SST

GHRSST L4 product in 2015 is used to describe the background SST front. The
daily GHRSST L4 product is produced by the UK Met Office on a global 0.054◦ grid.
It is generated from the analysis of multiple sources of lower-level satellite data using
optimal interpolation.

3. Methods
3.1. Spectral Approach and Second-Order Structure Function

Two traditional methods to estimate the power-law behavior of the multiscale fractal
structure of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) or tracer variance are spectral analysis and
second-order structure functions. The spectral approach can obtain the so-called wavenum-
ber spectrum, ψ(k) ∼ kβ, with the spectral slope of β through the Fourier transform. ψ(k)
stands for the variance density at different wavenumbers. The Fourier transform requires
the samples without missing points. Although there are techniques to perform spectral
decompositions with missing data, it is still challenging to do this with patchy data such
as the L2P VIIRS data. For this reason, statistical studies of multiscale fractal structure,
especially at the submesoscale, are commonly limited to data with high continuity, such as
numerical model data and buoy observation.

On the other hand, the second-order structure function, D(r), can help to solve this
challenge. It is defined as D(r) = E

[
(δθ)2

]
, which can measure the scale-dependent TKE

or tracer variance, where r is the spatial scale, θ is the variable (could be velocity, potential
temperature, salinity or other generic tracers), δθ = θ(x, r)− θ(x) stands for the variable
increment between the pair of points x + r and x, and E denotes the expectation operator.

If the spectrum has a power-law behavior of ψ(k) ∼ kβ, a related power-law D(r) ∼ rp

is expected for the second-order structure function. According to Webb [27], they obey

p = −β− 1 (1)

Thus, for the classical ψ(k) ∼ k−5/3 Kolmogorov spectrum, β = −5/3 and p = 2/3.

3.2. Spatial Variance Method

According to Vogelzang et al. [20], D(r) only measures the approximate scale-dependent
variance of the variable. To obtain a more reliable measure of the variance, they developed
the spatial variance method.

The spatial variance, V(r), is defined as the expectation of sample variances S2(r) as a
function of r

V(r) = E
[
S2(r)

]
(2)

where S2(r) = 1
r
∫ r

0

[
θ(s)− θ(r)

]
ds, and the sample average θ(r) = 1

r
∫ r

0 θ(s)ds.
For the point of numerical calculation, Vogelzang et al. [20] calculated V(r) by

V(r) = E
[

M2(r)−M2
1(r)

]
(3)

The first moment, M1(r), is equal to θ(r), and the second moment M2(r) = 1
r
∫ r

0 θ2(s)ds.
According to its definition, V(r) measures the cumulative variance over all the spatial

scales smaller than r. Thus, the variance within a particular spatial scale range can be
measured by

∆V(r1, r2) = V(r2)−V(r1) (4)

Correspondingly, one can obtain the spatial variance density

V′(r) =
d
dr

V(r) (5)
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According to Vogelzang et al. [20], the correlation between the V(r) and D(r) is

V(r) =
1
r2

∫ r

0
(r− s)D(s)ds (6)

When D(r) follows a power-law, D(r) = Crp, with C a constant, substitution into
Equation (6) yields

V(r) =
Crp

(p + 1)(p + 2)
(7)

which leads to
V(r)
D(r)

=
1

(p + 1)(p + 2)
(8)

3.3. Method Framework

The VIIRS L2P SST data are a 2-D swath data. However, in this work, only the one-
dimensional (1-D) spatial series along the cross-track direction are used to calculate D(r)
and V(r). The reasons are as follows. Firstly, as shown in Figure 3c, the observation points
are overlapped in the along-track direction at the swath edge. Although there is no overlap
at the nadir, the pixel points in the along-track direction are not in a straight line (Figure 2b).
That makes it difficult to calculate D(r) and V(r). Secondly, from the perspective of time
synchronization, selecting the spatial series in the cross-track direction is better than that in
the along-track direction because the cross-track series belong to the same scan.

Suppose we have a 1-D spatial series θi, i = 1, 2, · · · , N. For a given scale r = n∆r,
where n is the number of intervals (N > n) and ∆r is the data spatial resolution, all
the samples with interval number of n are collected to form a data matrix that has size
m× (n + 1) 

θ1 θ2 · · · θn+1
θ2 θ3 · · · θn+2
...

...
. . .

...
θm θm+1 · · · θm+n

 (9)

where m is the sample number, and N = m + n. The sample of the matrix is continuously
expanded if there are more 1-D spatial series. Then, the sample mean is

θi(r) =
1

n + 1 ∑n+i
j=i θj (10)

and the sample variance is

S2
i (r) =

1
n ∑n+i

j=i

(
θj − θi(r)

)2
(11)

Finally, the second-order structure function is

D(r) =
1
m ∑m

i=1(θi+n − θi)
2 (12)

and the spatial variance is

V(r) =
1
m ∑m

i=1 S2
i (r) (13)

It should be mentioned that this work uses the relatively intuitive method based on
Equation (2) rather than Equation (3) to calculate V(r). The results derived from these
two equations are similar based on our calculation, and there is no obvious reduction in
computation load when using Equation (3).
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3.4. Fractional Brownian Motion Experiments

In order to validate the methods and equations mentioned in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, a
nonstationary fractional Brownian motion (fBm) experiment was performed (Figure 4a).
The 1-D spatial fBm series were set with a length of 3200 km and a resolution of 1 km
to simulate the spatial series characteristics of the 1-D cross-track VIIRS data. The Hurst
exponent (Hurst 1951) of the fBm series was set to H = 1/3 to simulate the spectrum
of ψ(k) ∼ k−5/3. One thousand fBm series were stochastically generated to separately
calculate D(r), V(r), and ψ(k).

Figure 4. (a) Example of fBm series simulated with a Hurst exponent H = 1/3. Log–log plots of
the mean (b) D(r) (purple) and V(r) (green) and (c) ψ(k) (blue) derived from 1000 stochastically
generated fBm series. Shadings indicate the standard deviations. Red dashed line in (b) indicates
the r2/3 power-law and in (c) indicates the k−5/3 power-law. The subplot in (b) shows V(r)

D(r) , and the
dashed line is the theoretical ratio predicted by Equation (8).

Figure 4b,c show that the mean D(r), V(r), and ψ(k) obey the r2/3 or k−5/3 power-law,
which satisfies Equation (1). The ratio between V(r) and D(r) is close to 0.25 at r = 1 km,
and tends quickly to the theoretical ratio (0.23) predicted by Equation (8) as r increases. In
addition, along with the increment of r, fewer samples can be achieved. Thus, one can see
that the standard deviations of D(r) and V(r) obviously increase at larger scales (Figure 4b).
However, the standard deviation of V(r) is relatively smaller than that of D(r), which is
predictable because V makes use of all the points in one sample, while D only uses the two
points at both ends. The high utilization ratio of the data is one advantage of the spatial
variance method.
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According to our estimation, nearly 75% of the L2P VIIRS SST data are missing over
the KE region for probably clear weather conditions. In order to evaluate the tolerance for
missing points, 75% of the 1-D fBm series used in the previous experiment are randomly
flagged as missing before calculating D(r) and V(r). The new results are nearly the same
as Figure 4b and thus are not shown. Therefore, both D(r) and V(r) have a high tolerance
for missing points, and can be applied in this work.

4. Results
4.1. Power-Law of the Multiscale Fractal Structure

All of the available 1-D cross-swath VIIRS SST for probably clear weather over the
KE region in 2015 were collected to build the data matrix in Equation (9) and calculate
D(r) and V(r) for each day. Figure 5a shows the annual mean D(r) and V(r). Generally,
D(r) and V(r) depict the same power-law distribution, which is close to r2/3 (k−5/3). The
standard deviation of D(r) is larger than that of V(r) at scales larger than 100 km.

Figure 5. (a) Log–log plots of the mean D(r) (purple) and V(r) (green) derived from the VIIRS data
(CI: ◦C2). Shadings indicate the standard deviations. Red dashed lines indicate the r2/3 and r2 scaling
law distribution. (b) Slopes of D(r) and V(r). (c) V(r)

D(r) (solid line) and theoretical ratio (dashed line)
predicted by Equation (8).

Figure 5b shows the slopes of D(r) and V(r) in Figure 5a. The slope are defined as
dlog(D(r))

dlog(r) and dlog(V(r))
dlog(r) , and are calculated by using a sliding three-point fit. We can see

that the slopes vary from 0.5 to 1, and are close to 2/3. It is worth mentioning that the
power-law of r2/3 derived from the SST data cannot be explained by the 3-D turbulent
kinetic energy spectrum of Kolmogorov [1]; instead, it should be interpreted as a potential
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energy spectrum reported by the surface QG theory [4]. Due to the smaller amplitude
of V(r), its slope is more stable than that of D(r). At the scales close to 1000 km, the
slope for D(r) even larger than 1. It indicates that V(r) behaves better than D(r) at larger
scales, which is explained in the fBms experiments. Figure 5c shows that V(r)

D(r) is 0.25 when
r = 1 km, and decreases to ~0.2 at scale r = 1000 km. The theoretical ratio, which is
calculated through Equation (8) by substituting the mean slope of V(r) and D(r), is well
correlated with the actual value.

The slope of V(r) shows obvious seasonal variabilities at different spatial scales
(Figure 6). To better discuss the results, we roughly separate the spatial scales into large
scale (larger than 150 km), mesoscale (50–150 km), and submesoscale (smaller than 50 km).
At the large scale, the slope is larger in summer and smaller in other seasons. It is even
as large as 1 at scales larger than 800 km. This steeper r1 power-law is equivalent to
the k−2 spectrum (Equation (1)). The seasonal variabilities of slope at the mesoscale and
submesoscale are opposite to that for the large scale, showing a maximum in winter and
minimum in summer. The maximum can also be close to 1 at around 150 km. Such a
steeper k−2 spectrum is commonly reported at meso- and submesoscale [10,14,16], and is
arguably influenced by the ageostrophic effects, which accelerate frontogenesis and frontal
collapse [5,28].

Figure 6. Scale–seasonal variability of the slope of V(r) during 2015.

4.2. Spatial Variance Density
4.2.1. Mean State and Diurnal Variability

To analyze the energy density at different scales, we calculate the SST spatial variance
density, V′(r), based on Equation (5). As shown in Figure 7a, V′(r) is invariant at scales
larger than 400 km, which implies that energy is evenly distributed at these scales. V′(r)
gradually increases from 0.4× 10−3 ◦C2 km−1 at the large scale to 0.6× 10−3 ◦C2 km−1

at the mesoscale. As the spatial scale decreases, V′(r) shows an exponential increment
at the submesoscale. It can reach as high as 1.5× 10−3 ◦C2 km−1, which is about three
times larger than at other scales. It should be noted that the exponential increment of V′(r)
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only happens at spatial scales smaller than 10 km. However, it is still unclear if the result
is caused by the abundant high-frequency superinertial motions over this region [29] or
simply from the observational noise.

Figure 7. (a) Scale-dependent SST spatial variance density, V′(r), and its diurnal variability. (b) is
same as (a) but for the structure function results. The subgraphs in (a) and (b) shows the mean V′(r)
and D′(r), which are similar to the main graphs but in logarithmic coordinates.

Figure 7a compares the differences in V′(r) between daytime and nighttime. Generally,
the difference is quite weak, which means there is ignorable diurnal variability of V′(r).
At the large scale, V′(r) during daytime is slightly larger than during nighttime, which is
because solar radiation can enhance the large-scale SST latitudinal gradient. In contrast, at
the meso- and submesoscale, the diurnal variability is totally unrecognizable.

It is worth mentioning that the variance density is usually calculated by D′(r) = d
dr D(r),

similar to V′(r) before the spatial variance method was developed. Figure 7b com-
pares V′(r) and D′(r). Some obvious differences can be found between them. Firstly,
D′(r) is about four times larger than that of V′(r). This ratio is consistent with that of
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D
′
(r)

V′ (r)
= D(r)

V(r) = (p + 1)(p + 2) ≈ 40
9 according to Equation (8) in the ideal case of p = 2/3.

Secondly, the change with scale for D(r) is quite different from that of V′(r). Thirdly, D′(r)
shows discernible diurnal variability, particularly at the large scale. At last, the V′(r) and
D′(r) should obey the scaling law of r−1/3 if V(r) ∼ r2/3 and D(r) ∼ r2/3. Figure 7a
shows that the scaling law of V′(r) fits well with r−1/3, especially at the submesoscale and
large scale. The slope at the mesoscale is relatively small. Conversely, D′(r) does not fit
very well with the scaling law of r−1/3. These results demonstrate that the spatial variance
method is more robust in depicting the scale-dependent variance density compared with
the second-order structure function method.

4.2.2. Seasonal Variability

In the following study, only the spatial variance method is used due to its good
performance in capturing the multiscale SST structure. Figure 8 exhibits the seasonal
variability of V′(r) at different scales. At the large scale, the maximum V′(r) always occur
in winter (Figure 8a–d), mainly due to the stronger background SST latitudinal gradient
and wind stirring over the KE region during this season. The minimum V′(r) occurs
in November at the 800 km (Figure 8a) and 600 km (Figure 8b) scales, but in August at
the 400 km (Figure 8c) and 200 km (Figure 8d) scales. For the meso- and submesoscale
results (Figure 8e–g), the minimum occurs in August. Conversely, the maximum gradually
switches from January to April as the scale decreases.

Figure 8. Seasonal variability of V′(r) at different spatial scales during 2015.
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As shown in Figures 7a and 8, the magnitude of V′(r) highly depends on the spatial
scale. Thus, in order to better compare the seasonal variability in the phase of the scale-
dependent V′(r), we calculated the normalized seasonal variability of V′(r) for each
scale. Figure 9 shows the scale–seasonal variability of the normalized V′(r). One can
see an obvious shift in the maximum V′(r) from January at the large scale to April at the
submesoscale, which implies the occurrence of forward energy cascade during this time
period. The physical mechanism of the V′(r) seasonal variability can be discussed through
a budget analysis of SST spatial variance based on 4-D model data, which will be conducted
in a future work.

Figure 9. Scale–seasonal variability of normalized V′(r) during 2015.

4.2.3. Latitudinal Variability

In this work, V(r) is calculated from 1-D spatial series along the cross-track direction
(close to the east–west direction), which allows us to obtain the latitudinal variability of
V(r) and V′(r). As shown in Figure 10, the latitudinal variability of V′(r) is independent of
scales. V′(r) is strongest around 41◦N, which is consistent with the latitude of the strongest
background SST front [30,31], and gradually decreases towards both sides. A second peak
of the latitude-dependent V′(r) is located around 36◦N, which is consistent with the latitude
of the strongest TKE, where the KE jet enters the North Pacific [26]. Another weaker peak
occurs around 28◦N, which belongs to the North Pacific subtropical countercurrent (STCC)
region (between 20◦N and 25◦N). The result implies that the selected research region is
beyond the KE region. However, the effects of the STCC on the SST spatial variance are
limited in our study.

Figure 11 compares the correlation between the latitude-dependent V′(r) at 600 km
and the annual mean SST latitudinal gradient calculated by the GHRSST L4 product. They
are highly correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.96. The result demonstrates that the
background SST front is the main source of SST spatial variance at any scale.
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Figure 10. Latitude-dependent V′(r) at (a) 600 km (large-scale), (b) 100 km (mesoscale), and (c) 30 km
(submesoscale).

Figure 11. Scatter plots of V′(r) at 600 km scale against annual mean SST latitudinal gradient. The
red line represents the line of best fit.
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5. Conclusions and Discussions

The abundant, but patchy L2P along-track high-resolution SST data are firstly used to
reveal the statistical characteristics of the multiscale (1–1000 km) SST fractal structure with
the second order structure function and spatial variance methods. The same power-law
distribution with the slopes close to r2/3 (k−5/3) is found by different methods, which
obeys the surface QG theory. In addition, the newly developed spatial variance method is
superior in describing the multiscale fractal structure, compared with the traditional second
order structure function by fBm experiments. Both two methods have high tolerance for
missing points, and the former is proved to measure the accurate energy density and have
a high utilization ratio of the data.

The slope of V(r) shows obvious seasonal variability, and the variability at the large
scale has an opposite seasonal cycle compared to the small scale (meso- and submesoscale)
results. The V′(r) is basically invariant at the scales larger than 400 km and gradually
increases as the scale decreases. The submesoscale V′(r) increases significantly, and is
even three times larger than the results of other scales. The diurnal variability of V′(r) is
quite weak, with slightly higher values during daytime at the large scale. For the seasonal
variability, the maximum V′(r) usually occurs in winter and gradually switches to spring,
which implies a forward energy cascade may occur during this time. Meanwhile, the
minimum V′(r) occurs in November at the scales larger than 600 km and in August at
other scales. In addition to the seasonal variability, the latitude-dependent V′(r) shows that
the strongest SST spatial variance always occurs around 41◦N at all spatial scales. There
is a high relation, with a correlation coefficient of as high as 0.96, between the latitude-
dependent V′(r) and the background SST latitudinal gradient, which demonstrates that
the background SST front is the basis of the occurrence of strong SST fluctuations over the
KE region.

This work successfully reveals the statistical characteristics of the multiscale SST
fractal structure from the VIIRS L2P satellite radiometer products. The direction of the
energy transfer across different scales is still a question to be debated for the mesoscale
in an atmospheric research field [32–37] and for the submesoscale in an oceanic research
field [9,38,39]. This work provides observational evidence for this question. In order
to further discuss interactions and energy cascade processes between different scales,
a budget analysis is necessary based on a 4-D high-resolution model data, such as the
LLC4320 simulated by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology general circulation model
(MITgcm) on a latitude–longitude polar cap (LLC) grid [40,41]. This work is also expected
to be extended to a longer time scale, such as the interannual variability, but it requires
a huge amount of calculation. Meanwhile, this work is meaningful and useful for the
application of other L2P satellite data products, such as the ocean color product, altimeter
product, and the forthcoming Surface Water Ocean Topography (SWOT) satellite product,
in future statistical research of the oceanic fractal structure.
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